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ABSTRACT
Under normal, general purpose photographic conditions,
depth of field is determined by the size of a geometrical
blur circle on the negative or print. Under high
magnification conditions, another means of measurement
must be used based on the wave nature of light and the
resolution of the imaging system. For this purpose, an
effective depth of field was determined on the basis that
no significant deterioration of image quality could be
detected by means of resolution and Transfer function in
the range of frequencies where the eye transfer function
is at its peak. The experimental values obtained were
compared with Rayleigh's quarter wave criterion to determine
if the Rayleigh Limit is a good estimate of depth of field
under these conditions.
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Any person who has viewed a contact print and judged
its corresponding negative to be sharp and "in
focus,"
has probably experienced disappointment upon enlarging
the negative. Certain objects that appeared sharp and
in focus in the contact print appear out of focus in the
enlargement. As the magnification increases, the apparent
depth of field of the scene decreases.
In certain applications of photography, such as aerial
reconnaissance or ground to ground surveillance, high
magnifications are required and the depth of field of the
negative becomes critical.
Depth of field under any condition can be defined as
the range of subject distances which result in an acceptable
sharp image in the final stage of a negative to viewing
1
print system. When a negative is enlarged on the order
of lOx or less, the term
"sharpness"
is usually based on the
blur circles formed by various objects in the initial scene
as the camera lens attempts to focus this three dimensional
scene onto a two dimensional piece of film. Since the lens
can only focus exactly on one plane of the scene, objects in
front of and beyond this object plane will not sharply focus
at the film plane causing small blur circles to form at
the film plane. In standard normal application photography,
there are equations to determine the maximum blur circle
diameters and still obtain a sharp image.
A problem arises, however, when print magnifications
far exceed the lOx range. Under these conditions, the grain
patterns of the negative become visible and the traditional
concept of blur circles to define depth of field becomes
inadequate .
In determining depth of field for high magnification
photography, a greater emphasis is placed on the wave nature
of light as well as high resolution in both the optical
system and the film. Depth of field is no longer a question
of blur circles, but rather one of resolution, i.e., can an
image be resolved on a negative when the object forming
this image is of dimensions which are within the resolution
limits of the film-optical system?
It must be noted that if the concept of blur circles
no longer holds true under these conditions, then standard
means of measurement for depth of field are also no longer
valid. They would tend to overestimate the depth since blur
. . 3
circles are not as strict a criterion as resolution limits.
Therefore, other means of measurement must be used.
It is the intention of this work to use such a means
to experimentally determine what depth of field, if any,
is present in a particular high magnification, high
3
resolution condition.
The theoretical basis for the measurements is a
combination of
Rayleigh'
s quarter wave criterion for defocus
and an exact focus equation which relies simply on the focal
length of the lens and the object and image distances.
Briefly, the experimental procedure is divided into
two main sections along with a preliminary investigation
to find a film/developer combination best suited for high
magnification photography.
The first of these two experimental procedures involves
using a series of thirty 1951 USAF High-Contrast Tribar
resolution targets positioned and photographed at various
distances on the order of one hundred times the focal length
of the lens. Specific experimentation includes aperture size
tests, exposure series, and filtration testing. The images
created are viewed under a microscope and resolution values
for each of the thirty targets per frame are recorded and
analyzed to determine at what distance the maximum resolution
occurs and how the resolution decreases as a function of
object distance. From this analysis, depth of field limits
are statistically determined and compared with the
theoretical values achieved from Rayleigh
'
s quarter wave
defocus criterion and the exact focus equation.
In a second procedure, these same two theoretical
relationships form the basis of experimentation. Four Log
Periodic Square Wave resolution targets are positioned and
4
photographed at distances corresponding to + 1 and + 2
Rayleigh limits with respect to a fifth centrally positioned
L.P.S.W. target. This target is at a distance equal to 100
times the focal length of the lens . The images are scanned
on a microdensitometer. The results of the five traces
corresponding to the five targets are compared and analyzed
to determine whether there is a significant difference
between the image of the center target and the + 1, + 2
Rayleigh limit images.
From the work, conclusions will be drawn
to ascertain the effective depth of field in a high
magnification condition, and determine whether
Rayleigh'
s
quarter wave defocus criterion is a good estimate of depth
of field limits under these conditions.
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THEORY
THE IMAGING SYSTEM
Depth of field, under any condition, is a product
of a total imaging system. This system consists of a
camera lens focusing a scene onto a strip of film, the
subsequent negative being enlarged to form a positive
print, and this print being viewed at a certain distance
by an observer. Each part of the imaging system is important
in determining depth of field and is worthy of further
investigation.
The first and most intricate part of the system is
the imaging of a three-dimensional scene onto a two
dimensional piece of film by use of a camera lens. It
is an impossibility for the lens to focus exactly all object
planes onto one specific plane, namely the film plane, but
rather each object plane focuses at a different image
distance .
This can be better understood by the use of Figure 1
which shows the first order imaging of three objects located
1
at different distances. From each object at height y,
three rays of interest emanate and intersect at a given
distance after passing through the lens. The first ray, in












































until it is refracted at the lens through the secondary
focal point f
2
. The second ray for each object also begins
at height y and travels undeviated through the nodal point (s)
of the lens and intersects the first ray at a given distance.
A third ray of interest also intersects at this distance
after it originates at the object, passes through the
primary focal point f . , and is refracted at the lens to
travel parallel to the optical axis . The plane at which
the rays for any object intersect is the plane of exact
focus for that object.
In this illustration, the center object's plane of
exact focus is the film plane, while the objects fore and
aft of this object have their planes of exact focus beyond
and in front of the film plane respectively.
Since the film plane is the recording surface, only
the center object will image as a point where a point
originated from the object. For points that originate
from objects near or far of this central object, they too
are recorded at the film plane. However, instead of
imaging a point, a blur circle is formed as rays diverge
2
from or have yet to converge to their plane of exact focus.
The greater the distance between any object plane and the
object plane in exact focus, the greater the size of the
blur circle .
At this point in the system, there is no difference
in the theory whether considering standard photographic
10
applications or the specific case of high magnification
photography. The differences arise in the second and
third parts of the imaging system: the enlarging of the
negative to make a print and the viewing of this print
by an observer (See Figure 2) .
THE CONCEPT OF BLUR CIRCLES
Under normal conditions, when the negative is magnified
on the order of lOx or so, the depth of field is based on
blur circle diameters as they reach the retina of the
3
observer. This dimension is not only dependent on the
blur circle diameter on the negative, but also upon the
print magnification and the viewing distance. For as the
negative is enlarged, so is the blur circle diameter
which is recorded by the printing paper. The print and
blur circle is in turn viewed at a certain distance and
effectively reduced onto the retina. If at the end of
this relay of images the blur circle diameter is of such
small size that it is not perceivable by the retina,
4
then the object is said to be m focus.
A problem in this model arises however, when print
magnifications go far beyond the lOx range. When print
magnifications become such that grain patterns of the
negative are visible to the retina, then the concept of
blur circles as a measurement of depth of field becomes
inadequate and another means of measurement must be found;
11
based on the wave nature of light as well as light's
geometrical principles of image formation.
RAYLEIGH QUARTER WAVE CRITERION
Long ago, Lord Rayleigh recognized that when observed
on a more critical scale, the wave nature of light had an
effect on the focusing of an object by a lens. As is
illustrated in Figure 3, an object will generate a
wavefront which is spherical in nature. After passing
through the lens, the curvature of the wavefront is changed
so it will converge to a focus. Considering in this case
that the solid spherical wave and its point of focus is
the reference, then a spherical wave of different curvature,
generated by either an object of different distance or by
a displacement of the film, will focus at a different
distance as denoted by 6 , and will have a maximum optical
path difference . If the maximum OPD is one quarter
7
wavelength, it can be shown that




where \ is the wavelength of the source and Neff im is the
effective aperture on the image side of the lens. The






can be seen by the use of Figure 4.
When the object is in exact focus and the optical path
difference equals zero, then there will be a normal fall-off
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However, as the object moves from its plane or as the lens
is defocused, an optical path difference occurs. At an
OPD of one quarter wavelength, better known as one
Rayleigh Limit9, the M.T.F. falls slightly. At two and
three Rayleigh Limits (OPD of \ \ , 3/4 A respectively)
the M.T.F. as a function of frequency is drastically
reduced. In high magnification photography, it appears
reasonable that an object can deviate a distance from the
exact focus plane such that a maximum optical path difference
of no greater than one Rayleigh Limit is thereby created.
EXACT FOCUS EQUATION
To determine this maximum change in distance,
Rayleigh
'
s quarter wave defocus criterion is used in
conjunction with an exact focus equation based simply on








determines the change in object distance A X for a
corresponding change in image distance Ax'. As is shown
in Figure 5, a lens focuses two objects of distances XQ and
X1 as measured from
the primary focal point f1
. Each of the
objects has a separate image distance x^
and
x^ respectively


































difference between the image distances Ax' is substituted
by 6 from Rayleigh 's quarter wave criterion, then it is
easy to determine the change in object distance and
therefore the total depth of field.
A numerical example to determine total depth of field
using both Rayleigh 's quarter wave criterion and the exact
focus equation follows.
Given
1. Average effective wavelength = 500 nm
2. Distance of object X = 10 m
(object distance of exact focus)
3. Focal length of lens f = 100 mm
4. f-number N . ,. ,
eff,im =5-6








= +3.136 x 10 Jm
To find the image distance xl , first determine the





















.001 m + (3-136 x 10 Jm)
= 1.03136 x 10"3m
x(far object)
=




and by substitutions into the exact focus equation
A x (near object) = .30 meters
A x ( far object) = .32 meters







This method of determining depth of field has
advantages over standard means of depth of field measurement,
especially in a high magnification photographic condition.
First, it is independent of blur circle geometries which
have little significance in a high magnification condition.
Secondly, it takes into consideration the wave nature of
light which as Rayleigh has demonstrated, is a physical
reality that must be considered when imaging near the
diffraction limit.
It is for these reasons that the experimental
procedure uses this alternative method as a basis and at the
same time will test this method to determine its validity.
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The primary goals of the experimental procedure are
to determine the depth of field under a high magnification
photographic condition and to determine whether or not
Rayleigh 's quarter wave defocus criterion is a viable
means of estimating depth of field under these conditions.
For this purpose, the experimental work is divided
into two main sections, The first section involves
determining depth of field limits under various high
magnification conditions by use of a series of 1951 U.S.A.F.
High-Constrast Tri-bar resolution targets, while the second
section of experimentation uses a number of Log Periodic
Square Wave targets to directly test the significance
of Rayleigh Limits as a means of estimating depth of field.
Before either of these experimental procedures could
begin, however, a preliminary search was made to find an
optimum film/developer combination which exhibited extremely
fine resolution and a gamma suitable for continuous tone
photography. After a number of sensitometric tests and
resolution tests using a U.S.A.F. High Contrast Tri-bar
target, the best film/developer combination for the
specified requirements was found to be H&W Control
20
Panchromatic Film and its complimentary developer. It
was determined that the film has a gamma of .69 and .89
when developed for four (4) minutes and five and one-half
(51) minutes respectively, at 68F. (See Figure 6). The
resolution test used a^ Nikon F2 camera with a 105mm Nikor
f2.5 lens. After a series of resolution tests, using
f5-6 and both of the above development times, the optimum
resolution was found to be 130 line pairs/mm when
developed for five and one-half (5i) minutes. This camera,
lens, film and development time were therefore used in all
further testing.
THE FIRST TEST - DEPTH OF FIELD DETERMINATION
The first main section of experimentation was to
determine the depth of field limits under various high
magnification conditions. To make these measurements , an
apparatus was designed and constructed. The device
shown in Figure 7 consists of thirty U.S.A.F. High
Contrast Tri-bar resolution targets (-2 group and smaller)
positioned at increments of 15 cm. along a 15 foot board.
Each target was at a 30angle with respect to the board
and parallel to the intentioned film plane. The effective
distance between the targets is 13 cm,
which means with 30 targets there is a total object


































































The intention of the experiment was to photograph the
constructed apparatus under noon day, sunny sky conditions
at a distance of 10.5 meters with respect to the twelfth
target from the front, using the 105 mm Nikor lens. This
gave a one hundred times reduction of this target onto the
film. Naturally, target numbers one to eleven will have
a smaller reduction while targets thirteen to thirty will
be more greatly reduced. A list of target distances and
reductions is given in Table 1. These values take into
consideration the off axis effects of targets near the
front and rear of the apparatus. The reduction values
are based on the inverse of the magnification, where
magnification equals focal length divided by object
1
distance measured from the first focal point.
The following is a list of the tests conducted.
Aperture Test - various apertures were used to
show the effects of these apertures on resolution
and depth of field. The f - numbers included in
this experiment were f 5-6> 8, 11, and 22.
ExpusExposure Series - exposures were made at one and
one-half (1|) stops over, one (1) stop over, and
one (1) stop under to determine the effect, if
any, on resolution and depth of
field.
Filtration Test - three gelatin filters, Kodak
numbers 47 (blue), 61 (green), and 29 (red), were
separately placed in
the optical path to test for
resolution and depth of field effects, as well as
a probable focus shift due to the dominant
wavelength of the filters.
After processing, the resolution
value for each of the
30 targets per frame was visually
determined by use of a
25
microscope. The microscope contained a 4x objective and a
lOx eyepiece for a 40x total magnification of the image.
Naturally, r the detectable resolution on the negative
is a function of the object distance. Therefore, the
maximum resolution of the tri-bar targets recorded on the
negative is at the target number which corresponds to the
object plane of exact focus. The resolution targets in
front of and beyond the object plane of exact focus will
record lower resolutions the further any individual target
is from this plane .
The analysis was to use the resolution values of each
of the 30 targets as recorded on the negative to plot a
second order regression equation for each of the test
conditions. These curves were compared and analyzed for
depth of field limits based on the fact that patterns
of the tri-bar target decrease or increase by a factor of
6-^2 This results in a discrete change in the resolution
value from one pattern to the next. Therefore, the depth
of field limits were determined by finding the resolution
value that corresponds to a one tri-bar target pattern
decrease on the image from the peak resolution as determined
by the second order regression equation. By use of the
graphs, this minimum resolution value was correlated to a
minimum and maximum object distance, and therefore, a
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Figures 8 and 9 show the partial results of the
aperture test diagramming the second order regression
equations for f5.6 and f8 , respectively. The other apertures
tested, fll and f22, were not plotted in that their
overall resolutions were considerably less than that for
f5.6 and f8 . Therefore, these apertures are not useful
in high magnification, high resolution photography and
need not be investigated further.
As expected, f8 had a greater depth of field than f5.6.
However, there was a surprise in that f8 also demonstrated
the greater maximum resolution, though only by approximately
-| the Y2 spacing.
The remaining tests for depth of field as a function
of exposure and filtration were exposed using f5-6 and
analyzed in the identical manner as the aperture test.
The resolution as a function of object distance curves
are diagrammed in Figures 10 and 11, while for the sake
of clarity, the numerical values for maximum resolutions
and total depth of field are listed in Table 2, which is
a summation of all the experimental data.
This table demonstrates some interesting patterns in
both the exposure series and filtration test results.
First, as the exposure varied from the optimum, there was
a decrease in the total depth. The percent differences
ranged from 12% for the -1 stop, to 33% for the +1.5 stop
32
exposure. The decrease in depth of field was more
noticeable in the overexposure range than in the under
exposure range. Surprisingly, though, there was no
significant drop in the maximum resolution as the exposure
varied.
Secondly, the filtration test showed a focus shift for
each of the filters used. The blue filter focused nearest,
the green filter next and finally the red filter the
farthest away. Aside from the purpose of the experimentation,
this phenomenon demonstrates the partial reliance of
wavelength on the imaging distance of an object. As for
depth of field, in relation to the correctly exposed f5 6
value, both the blue and green filter
showed a decrease in
depth of field, while the red filter showed no
significant
difference .
Also listed in Table 2 is a comparison of the
experimental
depth of field values with the theoretical
values as
determined by one and two Rayleigh
Limits. The assumed
average effective
wavelength was 500 run except for the
red and blue filters, which were
assumed to be 600 nrn and
450 ran, respectively.
The results of these comparisons
show that the
experimental values exceed the two Rayleigh
Limit conditions. In theory,
the depth of field limits
should lie between the






this would tend to indicate that the resolution increment
between target patterns is too broad to be effective in
setting depth of field limits under these conditions.
THE SECOND TEST - DIFFERENCES IN SQUARE WAVE MODULATION
The second main section of experimentation was to
compare images generated from five identical Log Periodic
Square Wave targets. The L.P.S.W. target as seen in
Figure 12 is based on line pairs whose periods decrease
in the logarithmic sequence log W = log Wq
- Kn, where
W is the largest line-pair width, and Wn is
the n line
p
pair width. Each target was positioned at a different
distance. The third, or central target was positioned at
an object distance of 10.5 meters. The other four targets
were placed at +1 and +2 Rayleigh Limits. In the test
procedure, the lighting conditions were again sunny sky
and noonday, resulting in an
average effective wavelength
of 500 nm. The f-number used was f5-6.
With these
conditions, it was possible to
determine the change in
object distance corresponding to one
Rayleigh Limit by
first determining S from
Rayleigh'
s quarter wave criterion,
then using the
value for a X with the exact focus equation
to determine the change in
object distance. In this
particular case, the
change in object distance corresponding
to one Rayleigh Limit








Rayleigh Limit, the targets were placed at 10.19 and
10.81 meters. The +2 Rayleigh Limit targets were placed









meant the more distant targets.
A number of exposures were made of this scene, taking
care to focus on the central target each time. From the
processed film, the frame with the sharpest images was used
for further analysis.
Each of the five images on the negative were scanned
on a Joyce-Loebell microdensitometer. The microdensitometer
was set to have a slit width of 60 microns and an effective
magnification of 80x with a .85 NA efflux objective. A
"D"
wedge was used having a density increment of .089 density
units/cm.
The scans, as shown in Figure 13 through Figure 17,
demonstrate how there is a change in the images as
object distances vary from the object plane of exact focus.
Note that the left hand side of the scans corresponds to
the low frequency portion of the target.
The upper and lower envelopes in each figure, which
aid in showing the differences between
the image scans, are
a result of fitting second order regression equations to the
upper and lower limits of the central
target. This is
used as a visual comparison,

































































































































little, if any difference in the scans of the +1 Rayleigh
Limit, -1 Rayleigh Limit and the center target. Differences
are noticed, however, between the center target scan and the
scans of the +2 Rayleigh Limit targets. In these traces,
the amplitudes are significantly reduced indicating that
there was a detectable difference in the rendition of
the bars and spaces of the L.P.S.W. target as they were
imaged onto the film.
To further demonstrate the difference on the image
scans, a first order equation was best fitted to the
densities of the first ten line pairs of each of the five
images. Only this range of the target was needed for this
part of the analysis since this region corresponds to the
range of frequencies to which the eye is most sensitive
under representative high magnification viewing. The
density differences between the upper and lower boundaries
were plotted for each of the five images. This plot, as
shown in Figure 18, shows the differences in the images as
the L.P.S.W. targets are placed at object distances
corresponding to 1 and
2 Rayleigh Limits. Again, the center,
+1 , and -1 Rayleigh
Limit image scans are grouped together,
while the +2 Rayleigh Limit image scans result in a
significantly lower density
difference for the frequencies
measured .
More specifically, due to the sensitivity of the eye,
43
it is in the lower frequencies of this graph that the
density differences between the +2 Rayleigh Limits and the
other image scans can be seen. It is this region, then, that
is of primary importance in typical high magnification
photographic conditions. As an- example, consider an L.P.S.W,
target being photographed at a lOOx reduction. By the
relay of magnifications and reductions of the image, it is
determined that with
1. a line pair frequency of .30 on the L.P.S.W. target
2. a lOOx reduction of the target onto the film
3- a 60x enlargement of the negative to a print
4. a viewing distance of two (2) feet (40x reduction
of the print)
_i
the frequency reaching the retina of the eye will be 20mm
The Visual Transfer Function peaks at a spatial frequency
_1
of approximately 20mm at the retina under conditions
of bright object illumination.
Therefore, under typical high magnification conditions,
it is shown that there is little, if any, difference
between the images of the targets for the central and the
+1 Rayleigh Limit targets, while the +2 Rayleigh Limit
images demonstrate a significant difference.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of performing two experimental procedures
was to crosscheck the results of each part. The first
experiment, based on 1951 U.S.A.F. High Contrast Tri-bar
resolution targets, resulted in depth of field values
which exceeded the two Rayleigh Limit conditions. These
results, along with the findings of the second experiment,
tend to indicate that as a means of analysis, a -1 pattern
difference in resolution is too broad and therefore
inadequate for high magnification conditions. This in
no way discredits the procedure used, which, with further
testing and more sensitive analysis, could prove quite
useful .
The second experiment was based on the more subtle
Log Periodic Square Wave target, and for this reason,
its results were more conclusive. The results clearly
indicate that there is no noticeable difference in image
formation when targets are within the one Rayleigh Limit
conditions. This cannot be said for targets placed at
two Rayleigh Limits. From this evidence, it appears that
the depth of field limits lie
somewhere between these
two conditions, although the
exact positioning can only
be determined with further testing.
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It must be noted that this work is merely an
'
introduction into the problem of depth of field
measurements in high magnification, fine grain photography,
and that more research in this field is required. However,
from this work, it can be concluded that
Rayleigh'
s quarter
wave criterion appears to be a good estimation of depth
of field under these conditions, and that it is certainly
worthy of further investigation.
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